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Total Application Security 

Enhancement: 

Active Bypass: SaaS Customers are provided the ability to request for fail-open. On requesting this, the website 
traffic will completely by-pass Indusface WAF and pass traffic directly to customer site. Customer can request 
bypass by calling support. 

Indusface Web Application Security 

Portal Enhancements: 

Scan End Time: Along with the scan start time, scan end time will be shown in the portal & reports. 

Widget Enhancement: Widgets are made more usable by showing top 10 different vulnerabilities along with 
total number of times they had been discovered in the portal. Clicking on it will provide further details regarding 
the vulnerabilities. 

 

 

 

Scan Summary : Scan summary widget will show the breakdown of vulnerabilities across Critical, High, Medium 
& low to provide quick comparison across different scans 

Browsable web directory vulnerability 
were found 10 times in the site. 
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Fixed Issues: 

Email delay : Emails send through SMTP to solve email delay issue. 

 

UPDATE FROM SIGNATURE DEVLOPMENT LABS  

Scanner Updates 

Scanner updates were made to scan for the following vulnerabilities 

Mixed content vulnerability: Mixed content issues arise HTTPS sites allow some HTTP resources. This can result with attacks ranging 
from phishing in the best case to full browser compromise in the worst. 

Clickjacking - X-Frame-Options check: The X-Frame-Options HTTP response header can be used to indicate whether or not a browser 
should be allowed to render a page in a <frame> , <iframe> or <object> . Sites can use this to avoid clickjacking attacks 

SessionID in URL Check:  This can lead to Session Fixation attack that permits an attacker to hijack a valid user session  

Rule Updates: 

Meanwhile signature development labs are constantly monitoring the security landscape and updating the Core rule sets and adding 
custom rules to keep your applications protected. Some key insights  

FAST FACTS 
 

  Last week 

20      19     1  
Zero Day App Sec Vulnerabilities reported                          Protected by Core Rule Set                                 Protected by Custom Rule set 

Cross-Site Scripting 6 

SQL Injection  12 

PHP Injection  1 

Command Injection 1

 


